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ABSTRACT 

It is very difficult to revise A to satisfy consistency if the order of 
the judgement matrix A is higher.-2A relative difference function is 
proposed =inthis paper and by means Of the inaction we present two 
techniques to test individual element's consistency to find out most 
possibly wrong elements ifAdOesn't satisfy the consistency index and 
the reference criteria of modification are given. Under the guidance of 
the two methods it is-very easy and efficient to modify-A-and much labor 
can be saved. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AMP) the final rank of decielon 5 elements depends on the matrix A of pairwise comparisons. An element 
a44 in A contains the preference grade of decision makers between decision 
etdments i and j. Due to the nondeterminacy, fuzziness of matter, and 
the fuzziness of people's thought, the inconsistency .of a judgement matrix 
is inevitable. But we can put up with the inconsistency in a certain range. 
Therefore a criterion to check the consistency of judgements matrices is 
given in ABP. The pairwise comparisons are regarded -to be contradictory if 
the observed consistency index exceeds the range. The judgement matrix 
should be revised to‘satisfy the consistency index. 

When the order of A is high, generally the initial comparisons matrix A 
'is ineonsistent. A matrix of n order contains nen-1)/2 times of pairwIse 
comparisons. It is very difficult to find out where the errors are located 
if there is no criterion of moditication and revisiong A. It's possible to 
introduce new contradictions, which make it difficult for one to practise 
AMP. Hence besides testing the consistency of matrix A and moditying A, 
we should have a method to test:individual elements of A inorder to find 
out -where the errors most probably occur when A doesn't satisfy consistency. 

Based on the above statements, this paper proposes two methods to revise 
A when judgement matrix A is inconsistent. The methods can be used to 
find out elements of A that are most probably wrong, and reference criteria 
of revision are given. It's easy and efficient to modity.A and much labor 
can be saved by means of the two methods. 

2. THE RELATIVE DIFFERENCE FUNCTION 

/n AHP the intensity of relative importance of alternatives are represented 
in nine scores system. When the importance of alternative i is larger than 
that of j, the increment of importance grades is uniformly expressed by 
the increment of scores. The scores corresponding to comparison grades are 
nonuniformly compressed into interval (0,1) if the importance of i is less 
than that of j. We form a relative difference function which transforms the 

t) nonuniform  f pairvise comparisons into uniform relative differences. 
The function is as follows. 
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Where argument x takes the values of the scores of pairwise comparisons. 
The uniformity and meanings of functive64 neasureefare stated in table I. 
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We suppose that most judgements in alternatives are correct. There are only 
a few mistakes, which can be recognized under some hints, and the deviation 
of the whole consistency index C.R. is not-:large. 

table 1 Relative different measures and meanings 

f measures 
;. 

Definition 
- 

' .4" S 

,Intensity-oURelative 4 f 
Importance, , oz-

-8 Extreme ditference 1/5 
-6 Demonstrated difference 1/7 
-4 Strong difference 1/5 
-2 Slight difference 1/3 
0 No,difterence 1. ; 
2 Slight ditference c 3 
4 Strong difference z 5 
6 Demonstrated difference 
8 Extreme_difterence St 

1,3,5,7 Intermediate values between 2,4;6,8 a 
the two adjacent judgements 1/2,1/4,1/6,1/8 

t.= 
In comparisons matrix Asia 4 7 is a relative weight by direct judgement between 
alternatives i and j. MucOindirect information between i and j is also 
included in A such as aik/a4k, which is' a secondhand judgement through 
alternative k. If 4 is a corisistent matrix 

a
ij-aik/ajk for all i, j, k, =1,2, ...,n. 

According to the assumption that moat judgements are correct, we should 
have been able to estimate ai. by Z aik/a.u/(n-1), but for the 
nonunitormity of judgement criteria ai, can na£ be well estimated by the 
sum formula. After the relative differince function is introduced, the 
terms of equal deviation grades of relative weights play the same important 
role in the sum formula. Letn

SA(i,j)=   E n-1 
k=1 

> A > 

.,11.12 Zn ffI hEcT.11 1112 

Ml(i,j)flf(a2.) - SA(i,j) 
vso ,a 1,9 PI], ,1 3 fl it q P. 

mi(i,j1Pia_aFfitiLl-eo-e4;iiidlaleihil 2 ria-ccasi eWt(itPrIsblri anai-i-4;tri '4 
Or not. thg 3V894ras?" "

esaavga trq-us oa goaanviavr....a aavova OL csoope to onasevaml adl 
(1) FulEils metilcztlgUiThiii ''7'fi3111(1-hiTa) 11W7s2111 Owl b»aasTVP" VcIolicwwag 

ado coVo'iaasit dzie; cuilaaci tons-451M sv)Istas a gaol aW .t 10 Vid2 (=to 
(2) .2egsE4M2lopgaty&ta7 ;11.88/aoif3atiauconsiSentsatwotsct lo mvollnunmo 
(3) Uniformity: The ditference grade between a.lhIgIT)11"  all:MI.3r a  516ij n-1 Arj ik aik168 K.) 
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(4) Directivity: a. Is larger if Ml(i,j)>0 i3 
a.. is less if M1(1,j)<0. 13 
a
ij is proper if Ml(i,3)=0 

Let the right eigenvector is W=NI ..... wn/T corresponding to the principal 
eigenvalue of A. Then wi/w is a synthesis of relative weights between 
alternatives i and j. a..1.12, iiij if A 'is consistent. The consistency of A i 
can be improved when,aijapproaches w /w for Bx-(wi /w.)nxn is a matrix of i  3 - - -- consistency, which can also be seen in the expression of consistency index 

-n max  C.I. - - 1 +(1/ n(n-1)) a..w./w. 
- .1=1 1] ] 1

The closer a
j 1 3 
is to wi ' w. i.e. C.I. is closer to zero, thrlore consistent 

is A. So i

M2(i,j)nf(ai3)-f(il/wj) 

can be used to test if a
ij 

is consistent with most judgements. M2=(M2(i i )) nxn 
possesses the same four properties that have been stated above. By means of M1 
or 142 the pairwiie comparisons which are most possibly wrong can be found if 
A doesn't satisfy consistency. The larger the EM(i, j)1 or 1112(i, 5)1 is, the 
greater the error possibility of a14 is. The consistency between individual 
judgements and the whole §ndgementsiis tested by MI or 142. 

4. METHODS OF MODIFICATION 

If A doesn't satisfy the consistency index, M1 or 142 is calculated. Some 
judgements are reassessed corresponding to the elements of 111. or 142 which 
absolute values are larger. The consistency of A is telted once again when 
A is revised. This process isn't done until a satisfies the consistency 
index. It is likely to be better that 141 and 142 are used together. a. lj 
is revised if both 1141(i,j)1 and elements are modified at a time, and of 
course the reciprocals of theirs have to be accordingly revised too. 

f4 EXAMPLE i Let A be a judgement matrix. 

a 

• 

A 

• 

1 5 1/7 1/5 1 1/5 

1/5 1 1/5 1/3 1 1/3 

7 5 1 5 5 1 

5 3 1/5 °  1 5 1/3 

1 1 1/5 1/5 1 1/7 

5 3 I 3 7 1 

By computation C.R. 0.128>0.1, i.e. A in incons c• which needs revision 
Then M1 and M2 are obtained. 

0.0 3.5 -1.6 -2.3 -0.8 1.9 
-3.5 0.0 7.6 4.0 0.4 6.8 
-1;6 -7.6 0.0 2.6 -4.8 -0.3 

M1 = 2.3 -4.0 -2.6 0.0 1.7 -0.7 
0.8 -0.4 4.8 -1.7 0.0 0.0 
-1.9 -6.8 0.3 0.7 0.0 0.0 
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0.0 3.5 -2.2 -2.9 -0.6 -1.1 
-3.5 0.0 2.4 0.3 -0.1 2.9 
2.2 -2.4 0.0 2.7 -2.8 -0.2 

?12 2.9 -0.3 -2.7 0.0 1.6 -1.2 
0.6 0.1 2.8 -1.6 0.0 -0.7 
1.1 -2.9 0.2 1.2 0.7 0.0 

Weuse'Ml and 112 tdgether. By comparision, a12'a3;'a62'
335 are elected to 

be modified at a time to be a12 4, a32 =6, a62' =4, 
a35 6. Their 

reciprocals are accordingly changed too. Then the revised A is tested on 
consistency. C.R.=0.090< 0.1, which showes that the revised A is of 
acceptable consistency. 

On the assumption that 

f(a. )-SA(i,j)=0 ij 

nag ) gets an error 11 if aij has a disturbance E 11-2 sj
11.11(i,j)ilf(8i1)+il- SA(i,j)-  1  /1

n-1 

from which table 2 is obtained, which can be extended by taking ial=4, 5, 
In accordance with the order n of A and the value of imi(i,j)i, lal ctn 
be coniulted in table 2 then Eij corresponding to-J/4 can be deduced. 
Eij can‘be Laken as a reference value to revise a13 Conversely if we 
.want to control lAj under a certain leve& the correspondeng IM1(1,j)1 
can be [akar' as a value for reference too. 

Large nuMbers of statistical experiments lndecate that there is a statistical 
correlation between M1 and M2, add it is as follows. M2= 0.5 M1 

r= 0.8 >0.42 ( 61.=0.01), 
where r is the correlation coefficient. From this the reference table of 
112 for revision can be obtained. 

Table 2 Reference values of MI for revision 

n • 1 2 3 

4 0.67 1.33 2.00 
5 0.75 1.50 2.25 
6 0.80 1.60 2.40 
7 0.83 1.67 2.50 
8 0.86 1.71 2.57 
9 0.88 1.75 2.63 
10 0.89 1.78 2.67 
11 0.90 1.80 2.70 
12 0.91 1.82 2.73 
13. 0.92 1.83 2.75 
14 0.92 1.85 2.77 
15 0.93 1.86 2.79 
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5. CONCLUSION 
, 

Large numbers of practiCes indicate that the methods proposed here are 
simple and effecient when the order of a judgement matrix is higher without 
strict mathematical proofs. The proposed idea of the relative difference 
function that trandforms the non-even nine scores system [1/9., 9] into 

t, even scores in I-8, 8] may find application in the test of the consistency 
of judgement matrice. 

• 
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